A simplified approach for evaluation of the polarity parameters for polymer using the K coefficient of the Mark-Houwink-Sakurada equation.
Since two solvent polarity parameters, e.g., the Et(30) defined by Reichardt and the pi* defined by Kamlet and Taft, respectively, plotted with the K coefficient of the Mark-Houwink-Sakurada equation, presented good linear fits, this paper suggests applying the extrapolating method in the same way as the Zisman plot to obtain similar polarity parameters for polymers. In order to verify those obtained polarity parameter values for various polymers, literature-reported polarity values determined using other techniques are referenced and indicate that this paper introduced a simplified approach that can be applied to evaluate the polarity parameters for polymers. In this paper, since we observe that various polymers are of interest to present absolutely different slope tendencies, e.g., positive and negative, it is also suggested that polarity properties of polymers may be reinterpreted.